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SUMMARY

*Preaching amidst the stories.* The title of this study contains the two terms which refer to the field of research. Preaching and telling both refer to the communication of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It not only is related to activities, but to the products of sermon and story as well. In this study both fields are actively linked to each other by means of a hermeneutical methodology. After a brief explanation of the underlying motives for the research topic, Chapter 1 leads to this research question: *What is the value of a narrative perspective for Reformed homiletics?* The aim of the study is to offer an evaluation of the narrative perspective with a view to extending the homiletic practice. A first orientation shows that a narrative approach is taken at various levels of homiletics, whereby narrativity – as a hermeneutical paradigm – is the most fundamental and all-embracing level. This is summarized in the statement that “human are narrative beings”. Before the actual research begins, a number of basic lines in Reformed homiletics are drawn by means of which this study positions itself within the whole of practical theology.

The first stage of the study is about exploration. There is no such thing as THE narrative perspective. There are just too many different methodologies, perspectives and intentions in an ever-widening stream of publications. Exploration involves collecting as well as analysing contributions, positions and developments within the field of research. In Chapter 2 this exploration is used in a versatile way within homiletics and narratology in order to conceptualize narrativity. Developments in hermeneutics result in three fundamental groups of questions focusing on: subjectivity, temporality and the reference of human knowledge. Narrative approaches provide space for these groups of questions in a postmodern way. Narratology explains why contemporary hermeneutics is referred to as ‘narrative’. By means of literary, communicative and semiotic insights into narratives a new narratological model is designed, which accommodates the various characteristics of a narrative. This narratological model not only answer the question of what constitutes a narrative, but it also helps to analyse and develop narrative approaches.

Narrative approaches occur everywhere in theology. The outline of the development of these approaches in Chapter 3 shows to what extent the rise of narrative theology is connected with the resistance to rationalism and objectivism in culture and theology. By now, narrative theology has long outgrown the phase of a reactionary theology and has been developed in all branches of theology. In this development, the relation to the Bible or God’s Narrative plays an important part. Narrative approaches keep demanding attention for the non-rational aspects of man and an open, critical and subjective perspective on reality. The different narrative applications within the various theological disciplines can ultimately be distinguished on the basis of two criteria: (1) What narrative level is under discussion (the narrative content)?; (2) What narratives are in view (the narrative shape)?
In Chapter 4 we finally arrive at our immediate field of research: narrativity and homiletics. In this chapter we start a journey of exploration, first of all through four recent hermeneutically oriented textbooks on homiletics. Next, a number of important indicators are discussed: homiletic contributions that have played a decisive role in integrating narrativity in homiletics. After that, as an interim step, the various positions are ordered in three models. Firstly, the various narratives that play a role in the homiletic situation are distinguished. Secondly, a layered model is designed for distinguishing the narrative applications according to the hermeneutically communicative levels. Finally, the narrative themes are positioned in the formal division of homiletics. This formal division then functions as the framework for an extension and deepening in current homiletic literature, as far as it has explicitly dealt with narrativity. This offers a wide panorama of narrativity in homiletics. Theological implications of a narrative perspective for Reformed homiletics have been described. This concludes the stage of exploration.

The study then continues with evaluating the theological and homiletical questions that have been formulated. In Chapter 5 the questions in relation to ‘God’s Narrative’ are discussed, together with the implications of that expression for the content of preaching. Views on the revelation of God, the historicity of the Bible and the role of preaching come under discussion. A preliminary confrontation between ‘God’s Narrative’ and classical Reformed homiletics results in the number of exciting questions with respect to historicity, textuality, redemptive history and subjectivization. Answers to these questions can only be convincing if they are formulated on the basis of a transparent concept within foundational homiletics. That is why – within a Reformed paradigm – a new description on the relation between revelation, Scripture and preaching is presented. This concept functions as a homiletic framework for evaluating the critical questions and objections raised against a narrative perspective. The conclusion is that Reformed homiletics must be reinforced and enriched from a narrative perspective. This should be considered not only legitimate and sound, but also desirable and necessary. If this does not take place, the result will be a hermeneutical, communicative and theological deficiency in homiletics. In the proclamation of the gospel, God’s Narrative about man and the world continues.

Chapter 6 discusses the second fundamental group of questions revolving around the narrative of man. The point of entry here is the ‘narrativity thesis’ which states that human consciousness is structured narratively: that human beings live in a world full of narratives and that they are continually busy with the narratives of their own lives. First of all, the narrative identity of man is described and elaborated by means of the narratological model that was already developed. This description produces a great deal of homiletic questions that can be summarized in the following three: (1) how narrative is the world in which we live; (2) how narrative is our identity?; (3) how narrative is our inter-human communication? A convincing discussion requires a normative concept in which the relations between God, man and world are described in a new way. The biblical Narrative of man offers a fruitful concept for a narrative approach of man within practical theology. On the basis of this normative concept, the narrativity thesis can be taken seriously, accepted and developed. With a critical, theological and homiletic attitude, narrativity and normativity are connected and the
concepts of narrative world, narrative identity and narrative communication are developed further. The conclusion that can be drawn is that the narrative perspective on man brings important aspects into view which Reformed homiletics cannot and should not ignore. If it does, this will result in an anthropological, normative and subjective deficiency in homiletics. The hearer – in his narrativity – needs God’s Narrative that is told in preaching.

After the stages of exploration and evaluation, the way has been prepared for the third stage of this study, that of concretizing. In Chapter 7 the research results will be applied in the encounter with the preacher as the one who tells God’s Narrative in a world full of narratives and narrators. Before this approach is taken, a homiletic picture is drawn of preaching as a calling, a miracle and an art. The preacher has to deal with narrativity on many levels. This means he should have a narrative competence. After a critical evaluation of the way in which competence has been theorized within homiletics, a desired narrative competence is formulated: the preacher should be able to provide space for the Narrative of God’s grace in Jesus Christ by constructing and delivering his sermon in such a way that the narratives of the hearer, of the text and of himself are done justice and are connected. This competence provides the homiletic practice with a good sense of direction. The study ends with a variety of practical applications and recommendations, whereby the preacher’s narrative sensibility, attitude, knowledge and ability are connected to the way he deals with the narratives of himself, the hearer, the text and the sermon. Scattered throughout the book, there are four meditations that were written from a narrative and Reformed perspective. They are not meant as examples of how things should be done, but as illustrations of how things could be done. In addition to the abstract theoretical research, they offer an opportunity to show concretely how God’s Narrative continues in the narrative of the sermon, whereby it is hoped that readers and hearers advance in their own narratives with God.
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